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Growing Hops Quick Start Guide
Growing hops is not difficult. Hops are a hardy perennial once established (after a full
growing season and survived their first winter). If they make it through their first winter,
chances are you will have hops for many years to come. Hops over-winter with a little
ground cover (leaves, mowed grass, straw, snow…) protecting the root stock or crown, they
will survive a 40 below zero (Fahrenheit) winter! If your winters are mild, you do not need
to cover them for winter.
The hop bines should be cut down at harvest or when the bines die off. Cut them about an
inch above the ground surface. I tell you this as the question always comes up whether to
cut them down or leave them up over winter. You just need to know a little about the hop
plant to give it what it needs for best results.

What Hops Need:








Vertical space to grow
Optimum growing zone between 35 th and 55th parallels (although some have had
success south of the 35 th parallel – same applies to southern hemisphere)
Something to climb (preferably twine or rope)
Lots of direct sunshine (at least 8 hours a day)
Well draining, nutrient dense soil
Soil pH of 6 to 8 (6.7 to 6.8 pH is optimum)
Frequent watering the first year
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Hops require vertical space to grow – up to 20+ feet high. Commercially, hops are grown
about 18 feet. They will take what you give them so if you only
have 8 feet of vertical structure, go for it, but around 18 - 20 feet
is optimum for hop cone production. Hops can and will grow
horizontally (on a fence…) but they strive for growing straight up
(harvesting hop cones on a fence is back breaking work – FYI).
Hops best grow on rope or twine as the bines (not vines) grow up
and in a spiral, wrapping around the rope or twine.
Hops can and will grow on trellises, lattice, pergolas, arbors and
similar structures but they are harder to harvest hop cones than on
ropes (if the cones are what you are after). Just remember they
spiral around structure as they climb and stiff hair like “hairs” on
the bines dig into that supporting structure and hold the bines up.
Hops can be grown for many purposes – beer and
ale making, cover for pergolas, gazebos, arbors,
privacy fences, herbal relaxation and sleep
remedies, hop pillows, hop wreathes and other
crafts. If you are growing hops for beer and ale
home brewing, you need to determine the varieties
of hops to grow. They fall into two categories,
bittering and aroma. Bittering hops counteract the
sweetness of the malt so the beer or ale doesn’t
taste like liquid candy. Aroma hops give it a
pleasant nose or aroma. Hops have both qualities
but are stronger in one or the other.
Female hops produce the hop cones and are
generally the only plants or rhizomes sold are
female ones. Male hops only purpose is to
pollinate females for cross breeding… but
pollination is not necessary and is actually not a
good attribute for beer making hop cones. When
you buy hops, they are mostly in the form of
rhizomes – live root cuttings - 3 to 4 inch sections.
Occasionally you can find hop plants. NEVER BUY HOP SEEDS – you don’t want males.
The location you pick must have well draining soil, lots of direct sunlight and a plan for
how you will rig the bines. Rope works best and there are many ways to rig it. Secure one
end in the soil with a stake or cork screw type device near the rhizome but not through it.
The high end of the rope can be attached to a building, pole, wire between two poles or any
way you can think of. I mounted pulleys to the underside of my garage roof so I lower and
raise the bines during harvest (no ladder needed). You can also cut them down for harvest
but you still need a ladder to do it unless you use pulleys or eyelets to run the ropes up and
back down.
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You want to plant after the danger of a hard frost has passed. Once planted, it can take from
a few days to weeks for the sprouts to break the surface. Hops grow fast once they gain
their momentum. From an inch, up to a foot a day! You want your ropes or structure ready
to climb by the time the sprouts are a few inches tall.
Hops grow extensive roots so when planting rhizomes, you should dig down at least a foot
and 2 feet in diameter to loosen the soil and add organic matter – compost, composted
manure, leaves and grass clippings… The earlier you prep the soil, the better – the previous
fall is a good time to prep for the next year. The soil must drain or the rhizomes / roots will
drown and die. So make sure the soil will drain and be careful not to plant directly where
water will pool. Mounding the soil will help keep the rhizomes out of standing water.
Mound the soil a few inches and in the center of the mound, dig down a couple inches and
lay the rhizomes flat with any white buds pointing up (can be planted vertical also, but the
sprouts will have further to travel to break the surface). Cover with 1 to 2 inches of soil and
lightly mulch over the mound to conserve soil moisture. Water thoroughly and every day
for the first summer. Like any plant, it will wilt and let you know it needs water.
Hops are susceptible to certain fungus and molds so airflow around the bines will help
prevent that. Also pluck the lower leaves after the bines are a few feet tall to h elp airflow
and so watering or rain will not splash up on the lower leaves creating a moist foot hold for
the mold(s). Powdery mildew and Downy mildew are the most common fungus/molds for
hops. Hops can also suffer from disease, pests and deficiencies (like any plant) .
I stay as organic as I possibly can as far as fertilizing and I have not yet had any pest
problems that require pesticides. If I ever do, I will not use poisonous chemicals – I will
seek out a natural alternative. Pesticides have nasty health side effects and should not be
used on anything you consume.
I initially mixed in compost, grass clippings(without
fertilizer or herbicides or pesticides applied to the lawn),
leaves into the soil I prepared before planting. Each year I
top dress the soil with new compost and kelp
meal(minerals). I have applied Miracle-Gro as a foliar
feeding early in the growing season, but never apply
anything to the hop bines once hop burrs (the start of hop
cones) appear.
I have had one malady affect one of my hop plants, a boron
deficiency (a mineral). This was caused by heavy rains
that leached out the nutrients in the soil – boron in this
case. It was easily remedied once I determined what it was (a Botanist with a PhD got it
wrong – so much for experts). I found a product with boron in it and sprayed all of my hop
bines. The sick plant recovered (the new growth anyway) and the “healthy” plants grew
much larger leaves. It would appear I had the deficiency all along but the heavy rains made
the condition much worse.
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That is your “Growing Hops Quick Start Guide”. I could go on and on and write a book
about it, but then it wouldn’t be a quick start guide now would it? Besides, many books a re
already written on the subject of growing hops by people far more knowledgeable on the
subject than I. Stop by http://www.growinghopsyourself.com for my experiences of
growing hops.

Summary of How to Grow Hops
1. Location – minimum 8 hours of direct sunlight (between 35th & 55th parallels)
2. Enough vertical space to grow (minimum 8 feet, 20 is better)
3. Rig support structure (ropes, twine, trellis…)
4. Fertile, well draining soil (amend soil with organic material - compost)
5. Plant same varieties a minimum 3 ft apart, disimilar varieties a minimum 5 ft
6. Dig at least 1 foot deep and 2 foot diameter to loosen soil (and amend)
7. Mound soil and plant rhizome 2 inches deep in center of mound
8. Top dress the soil with compost to fertilize and conserve moisture
9. Water daily during the growing season for the first year
10. Monitor for wilting, pests and deficiencies and treat accordingly
11. Harvest hop cones (generally from mid-August to mid-September) when they
feel papery, dry and squeeze easily and bounce back to original shape.
That’s pretty much it. Stop by our blog – Growing Hops Yourself and pick up some more
tips and follow our hop growth from sprouts, to bines to harvest and everything in between.
Join our Mailing list for updates if you have not already.
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